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The Berenstain Bears and the Golden Rule

Do to others what you would have them do to you

Created by Stan & Jan Berenstain with Mike Berenstain
Sister Bear got a beautiful necklace for her birthday.

A necklace opens to show a picture or words.

"Happy Birthday" said Mama Bear and Papa Bear.
Mama Bear said, "The Golden Rule is very important."

Sister Bear asked, "Why is it inside my necklace?"

Mama Bear said, "To remind you every day how important the Golden Rule is!"
The next day, Sister Bear showed her friends the new necklace.

Queenie came over to see the necklace.

Queenie was mean.

Queenie said she did not like the necklace.
There was a new girl at school.

Her name was Suzy MacGrizzie.

Suzy was not very cool, she had glasses and braces.
At recess, Suzy looked lonely.

Sister Bear wanted to invite her to play, but her friends said no.

Sister Bear and her friends went to play hopscotch.
On the bus, Suzy sat in back of Sister Bear. Sister Bear wanted to say hi to Suzy, but Sister Bear only talked to her friend.
Sister Bear was getting off the bus, but Suzy stopped her.

"You dropped this," said Suzy, "it was Sisters new necklace."

Sister said thanks!
At dinner, Sister Bear asked Mama Bear to explain The Golden Rule again.

Mama Bear said The Golden Rule is being nice to friends.
Sister Bear and her friends left out Suzy at school.

Sister Bear didn't like when Queenie left her out.
The next day at recess, Sister Bear looked for Suzy.

Sister Bear walked up to Suzy and asked if she wanted to play.

"I'd love to," said Suzy.
Sister Bear & Suzy ran across the playground to their friends.
The End